
Book About ~ur Oregon Birds • BEN HuRBiAf9MAN c••&t,.., "' ~'""4 It isn't essential '-lfl't ou the variety of habitat and i- habit of mounting the topmost 
have an ornithologist(it fut est mate so generously afforded. twig of a sagebrush, however, 
in birds for you to be inter- Not this alone, the prodigality to sing its tinkling little refrain, 
ested in a book of birds, but it is interestingly twitching its long black tail all 

1 called "Birds of true that certain of the birds of the whole, offers an opportu-
Oregon," new- Oregon have taken on, so to nity to view this little desert 
ly published by speak, the atmosphere and pig- dweller to good advantage. In 
Oregon St ate men ts of their residence, and common with many other brush-
c ll e g e from are nowhere else to be found in inhabiting species, it has an al· 
he press of ,.. the phases which here represent most uncanny ability to slip 

James, Kerns & • their species. The ruffed grouse, from one bush to another, keep-
! Abbott. This for an instance, the rusty song ing out of sight of an intruder 
I book, by Ira N. sparrow for another; the coast as it does so." Now, mark you, 
Gabrielson and rain-tit, and the mountain quail. this characterization is only I Stanle~ a., Jew- ii{+ West of the Cascades, in the supplementary to a detailed de-

r ett, will mter- · ··~·~ moistly clement air of the re- scription, spots, streaks and 
est any of us who are interested gion, nature' has stamped these stripes -yet who among us 
in Oregon, though we may not birds with the interesting signa- would not recognize the bird 
know a towhee from a song ture of their locality. at once from this sympathetic 

""Sparrow. To be sure, it is an and revealing comment? 
important contribution to Amer- "Birds of Oregon" is as au-
ican ornithology, and long need- thoritatively inclusive as its 
ed, but this reviewer chooses 
also to regard it as an inte- title suggests, for there is no 
gral though heretofore neglect-
ed part of the story of Oregon. 
In the specific sense it is about 
birds, but in the telling it com-
pletes rather than supplements, 
and most engagingly, the story 
of our commonwealth. 

Dr. Gabrielson, as you know, 
was for a number of years sta-
tioned here and now is chief of 
the bureau of biological survey, 
while Mr. Jewett, long a resi-
dent of our state, is regional 

bird, great or small, known to 
Oregon that is not described 
with exactness. · The origins of 
its observation are traced into 
history, its habitat defined and 
its habits made known to the 
reader. One remarks that in 
each instance these identifica-
tions and recordings have been 
approached with that enthusi-
asm which is the guarantee of 
interesting reading. There is an 
intimacy and charm in the tell-
ing that is as compelling as it 
is sincere and unaffected; a 
simplicity of statement that of-
fers no obstacle to understand-
ing. The reader feels that he 
shares with the authors the 
privileged experiences which 
were theirs when, item by mul-
tiple item, they gathered the 
information at first-hand in the 
firs of the mountains or the 
sedges of the prairie lake. Such 
writing is not the dehydrated 
offering of pragmatic science, 
but a vital tribute to a living 
theme. 

At random one chooses this 
paragraph about the northern 

Were you aware that not a 
few of our Oregon birds were 
unknown to science until they 
were described from this re-
gion? "Birds of Oregon" pre-
sents a list of birds originally 
described from Oregon, and the 
dates of description run back 
almost from the present to the 
time of the Lewis and Clark 
expedition. The bird that posed 
for the frontispiece of the book, 
the northern spotted owl, a 
creature so rare as to excite 
any onithologist, is one of ours. 

Your reviewer is gravely im-
pressed by the obvious magni-
tude of the work that is com-
pressed in this volume of some 
several hundred pages. To ap-
proach this abruptly as a task 
would be to acknowledge de-
feat before the beginnings were 
plotted. But one reflects that 
this work of reference and af. 
fection came into being grad-
ually and gladly, in the most 
natural way in the world-as 
to its amazing quantity of mate-
rials - and that the task of 
transcription, difficult as it may 
have been, was literally a labor 
of love. The book breathes of 
this genuine quality. 

iologist of the bureau. The 
congenial circumstance of their 
association, through years of 
field work and unexampled op-
portunity for observation - an 
approximate period of 40 years 
-made possible this unique and 
valuable volume. As President 
Peavy, of Oregon State college, 
assures us in the foreword, 
"they covered the state from 
the Columbia to Goose lake and 
from the Pacific ocean to the 
Snake river," and from this 
experience, attended by scien-
tific knowledge and study, "they 
transferred from nature's book 
to the printed page some of 
nature's most interesting and 
beautiful expressions." 

sage sparrow: "To think of the "Birds of Oregon" is illus-
northern sage sparrow brings trated with some 200 halftones, 
to mind the sage-covered sand most of which are from photo-
areas of northern Morrow coun- graphs taken by the authors and 

To the ornithologist Oregon ty, the Fort Rock and Silver by ~William L. Finley, dis-
presents one of the most attrac- lake area of northern Lake tinguished northwestern natur-
tive fields on this or any other county, and the great valleys alist, writer and lecturer. They 
continent, for the scope and of the Silvies and Blitzen rivers were taken from life under nat-
variety of the species which are of Harney county, for this is ' ural conditions and themselves 
resident or migratory. The song typically a sagebrush bird, its represent an accomplishment 
birds, the shore birds, the wa- soft coloration blending into the scaracely secondary to the col-
terfowl, and the raptorial birds, gray landscape so perfectly that lection and compilation of the 
are given to Oregon in remark- , it is difficult to detect so long varied treasure of information 
able abundance, by reason of as it remains motionless. Its that is the written word. 
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